INTRO
Sébastien Loeb Rally EVO is the new off-road simulator all about rally developed together with
WRC champion Sébastien Loeb.
The following is a quick guide to the content and game functions.
AUTOSAVE
Sébastien Loeb Rally EVO allows you to automatically save the game at specific times.
Autosave is displayed by the relevant icon.
BROWSING THE MENUS
To browse the menu, use the arrow keys / . Press to confirm/select and Esc to cancel
selection or go back. On some pages there are some additional options shown on the
navigation bar in the lower end of the screen from F1 , F2 , F3 , F4 , .
SPACE

DRIVING ASSISTANCE
You can configure driving assistance in the ‘Race Options’ submenu in Options.
You can also reach the ‘Race Options’ submenu from the Pause menu during a race.
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GAME MODES
CAREER
Your goal is to become a member of the official Loeb team. Competing in different types of
races you will earn credits and gain experience points, which you can use to unlock and buy
new cars. The most powerful cars will enable you to reach the podium in the rally drivers’ world
ranking.
LOEB EXPERIENCE
Loeb Experience allows you to showcase the gear of the 9 times world champion from 8
different ‘Eras’. You can relive his career between 1998 and 2013, going over each single event
and driving every car that made him a rally legend. Each Era has its own events and specific
cars.
You can decide whether to go through the events in chronological order or choose a specific
event, all except for the final event for which you will have had to successfully complete all
previous races.
RALLYCROSS
Rallycross mode is a speed race on a closed circuit in which you race against 5 other
opponents at the same time on different terrain, from asphalt tracks to dirt roads.
The race is over once all laps are completed.
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The Joker Lap: a longer lap on an alternative route that has to be taken on during each
race once, whenever you like. The Joker Lap is compulsory and failure to complete it will
incur a penalty in the final ranking. You can choose any car in the game when entering the
competition. Rallycross mode does not require a co-driver.
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PIKES PEAK
The most famous Hill Climb in the world. A 12.42 mile course with its infamous 156 turns.
ONLINE
Challenge your friends in single races and single rallycross races. In online modes you can also
earn credits which you can then use offline.

FUNCTIONS
REWIND
If you make a mistake and do not want to restart, use this option to rewind and resume the
race from when you prefer. Press D to activate this function and then F5 or F6 to rewind or
fast-forward.
REJOIN
If you end up out of the track, you can use the rejoin function. Hold the
back onto the centre of the track.

R

key to be brought

REPLAY
You can watch the replay again, in cinematic view, at the end of each race. Use the screen
interface to change between camera views and replay functions.
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ON SCREEN INFORMATION DURING RACE
NB: some information may differ depending on game mode and vehicle type.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Sector Split Time
Rewind Effect
Co-driver Icons
Stage Timer
Gauge – Rev Counter
Gauge – Gear Indicator
Gauge – Speedometer
Gauge – Turbo Indicator
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GAME CONTROL
XBOX CONTROLLER LAYOUT
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GAME CONTROL
KEYBOARD LAYOUT
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SEBASTIENLOEBRALLYEVO.COM
#SLRALLYEVO
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